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A. Relationships Between Technology,
Technology Transfer and Economic Capacity
Building
Technology is the application
of i LMU knowledge in the form of a tool that has a
specific way of working fik . More specifically,
technology can be defined as follows:[1]
1. the branch of knowledge that deals with the
creation and use of technical means and their
interrelation with life, society, and the
environment, drawing upon subjects as industrial
arts, engineering, applied science, and pure
science.
2. the application of this knowledge for practical
ends.
3. the terminology of an art, science, etc .; technical
nomenclature.
4. a scientific or industrial process, invention,
method, or the like.
5. the sum of the ways in which social groups provide
themselves with the material objects of their
civilization.
Technology in the form of equipment or
work processes has economic value. Equipment and
pros ice work was created to address the problema or
me make it easy for people to run their daily lives. The
function contained in the technology, causes the
equipment or workings resulting from the technology
sought by humans to overcome problems or facilitate
human life. Technology is not provided by nature,
there must be an element of human labor to
produce the workings y an g desired. Making
the technology requires a certain expertise, human
resources are needed who have a good science
background to produce a useful technology for
humans. Technology maker can be individuals or legal
entities, whether companies or other institutions such
as educational institutions and institutions of research
and development . Economic value is not only found
in new technology, but it can also be found in
technology that has been previously known to
people. Technology is not new, not necessarily easily
mastered by everyone. There are specific things that
only technology owners know about these new
technologies. These specific things are unique and of
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The transfer of technology in international trade often occurs because it is needed for economic
development. IPR regulation is important to regulate technology transfer so that it runs well. The transfer of
technology is not only the transfer of paten, but also related to other fields of IPR. It takes legal istitution which
provide protection to the owner of the technology so that the parties do not hesitate exclusive rights the user's side
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government is expected to establish guidelines so that the contents of the contract were onerous can be avoided.
Trade between countries has become a necessity in the era of trade that has a global character . In era digital
technology or industrial revolution 4.0 era that is to be most important . Ther are many legal relationship between the
owner and the technology recipient that each taste from different countries. Indonesia also needs technology from
foreign parties to improve national technology and to further improve economic progress . To that should be examined
urgency and arrangements regarding the role of Intellectual Property Rights for the realization of the transfer of
technology occurs because the agreement would not of the agreement.
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economic value so that the owner is kept
confidential. The specific thing and is mastered by the
technology owner is called technical ability
or knowhow.
Mastery of the technology are in need of k a n time
and funds. The general way to reduce the time
needed for mastery of technology, so that by
mastering technology, economic benefits will be
obtained by transferring technology.
Technology transfer or transfer of technology is:
the process of transferring technology which was
originally only controlled by the owner to also be
controlled by the recipient.
Xiaoqiong Liu mentions, Technology
transfer Occurs when the owner of a technology
gr ants access to that technology to anot h er
party .[2]
The transfer of technology led to the
technology receiver dominated ( capable ) technology
originally not known and controlled. In general,
technology transfer involves the owner and the
recipient of the technology. Even so, there are times
when control of s ne technology may occur because
of the attempt to send the receiver technology envy,
does not directly view involve the technology owner
was also called technology transfer. The process of
technology transfer can occur because the parties have
a relationship agreements (contract), so that they can
deal directly with technology owner who want
converted right . The owner and the recipient can deal
directly with making the technology capability
contracts to be controlled by another party.
Receiver technology will pay to the owner of the
technology in order implement technologies such
transferred. Contract between owner and recipient of
technology in general carried out within the
framework of the business so that the agreement
reciprocal. Even so it can also occur transfer of
technology is aid or grants, so there is not an
obligation for the receiver to make a payment to the
owner of the technology.
Transfer of technology can also occur not
because of an agreement, but rather through another
channel that causes the recipient of the technology
to learn and master the technology. This can happen
because the technology owner makes a business and
the recipient of learning technology
through business activities carried out by the
technology owner, without directly having a legal
relationship between the technology provider and
receiver to carry out technology transfer activities . In
terms of technology transfer is international, which is
the technology fallow from abroad, then the form of
technology transfer through the Foreign Investment
or jointventures . So here there is no direct transfer
from the owner to the recipient of
technology. Sometimes this process is not called
technology transfer but technology mastery.
Either tranfer of technology or mastery
of technology required by the receiving party so that
the party can master the following technologies values
of technology transferred with a short time than
learning alone starting from scratch. Recipients would
pay royalty to technology owner for more quickly
master the technology and be able to use the new
capabilities for the benefit (economics buisiness) on
the technology recipient.
By mastering technology, receiver technology will
master the technology of making economic values , so
it will be more independent in technology and
economics. More broadly , technology transfer is
important for the improvement and dissemination of
technology as well as economic improvement.
It will further make the world more advanced and
prosperous.
B. Potential protective IPR is ha l which is urgent
in the transfer of technology
Regulations in the field of Intellectual
Property Rights provide legal protection to rights
holders in the form of exclusive rights to exploit the
economic benefits of Intellectual Property owned.
Indonesia has seven areas Intellectual
Property Rights Regulation, each of which is set
specifically in the seven pieces of llegislation policy,
that are:
1. Copyright Act Number 28 Year 2914. The object
of protection in the copyright is the protection of
the law in human works within the scope of
science, art and literature. (generally referred to as
protection in works of art and written works).
2. Merk and Geographical Indication Act Number 20
Year 2016. The object of protection in the
Trademark Law and Geographical Indication
is: Legal protection on the sign / identity used on
goods or services in trade traffic .
3. Patent Act Number 13 Year 2016. The objects of
protection in the Patent Law are: Legal protection
in new ways of working both products or
processes in the field of technology.
4. Industrial Design Act Number 31 of 2000. The
objects of legal protection in the Industrial
Design Law are: Legal protection on the physical
appearance of products made in bulk .
5. Trade Secrets Act Number 30 of 2000 concerning
Trade Secrets . The objects of legal protection in
the Trade Secret Law are : Legal protection of
confidential information that has economic value.
6. Layout Design of Integrated Circuits Act Number
32 of 2000. The object of legal protection in the
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Law on Layout Design of Integrated Circuits, is
the legal protection of the layout of various
elements which are integrated in a manner above
the semi-conductor material which produces
electronic functions.
7. Protection of Plant Varieties Act Number 29 of
2000. The object of protection in the Law on Plant
Variety Protection is legal protection of new
varieties of plants.
Based on Indonesian Intellectual Property
Rights (IPR) legislation , exclusive rights adhere to
the constitutive system, that is, exclusive rights are
obtained through registration of rights. The
constitutive registration system does not apply to
copyrights, and there is no registration on Trade
Secrets. The legal protection given to IPR holders
is territorial, that is, legal protection only
covers Indonesian territory. The subject of rights that
get IPR protection can be a person and an Indonesian
Legal Entity or a foreign person or Legal Entity. As an
intellectual asset, IPR can be transferred to another
person.
Article 74 (1) Patent Act Number 13 of 2016
regulates the transfer as follows:
"Patent rights can be transferred or transferred in





e. written agreement; or
f. other reasons that are justified based on the
provisions of the legislation.
Legal protection of Intellectual Property
is bound by certain time limits. If the protection
deadline expires, individual rights expire and change
to the public domain. Legal patents are granted for a
period of 20 years and 10 years for simple
patents. Legal protection is given to an intellectual
creation that is produced not to the physical
embodiment of the resulting intellectual
creation. WIPO mentions the following :[3] Generally
speaking, IP law aims at safeguarding creators and
other producers of intellectual goods and services by
granting them certain time-limited rights to control
the use made of those products. Those rights do not
apply to the physical object in which the creation may
be embodied but instead of the intellectual creation as
such.
Regulations regarding Indonesian IPRs have
met the minimum standards contained in TRIPS. This
is a requirement that Indonesia needs to fulfill as a
member of the World Trade Organization
(WT O). TRIPs Agreement contents pay attention to
global trade and the interests of patent
holders. Indonesia often to do "update" legislation
IPRs to ensure that the contents of laws in line
with international standards desirable after the
ratification of the Marakesh Agreement on April 1994.
In a relatively short period of time, the IPR
legislation that was last amended in 2002 has been
revised. Law field of IPR yes ng newly revisited is
Copyright Act Number 28 of 2014 , the Patent Law,
enacted August 26, 2016 the Trademark Law just
approved by the House October 27, 2016.
To meet TRIPs standards anyway,
Indonesia he set on sanctions against IPR
infringement and the more guarantees the rights of
IPR. In this case the holder can file a lawsuit to the
Commercial Court, file a criminal prosecution, resolve
disputes through alternative settlement of disputes or
through a temporary determination of court.
It cannot be denied, legal protection
of Intellectual Property is important for the realization
of the transfer of tenology. WIPO mentions[4] : An
increasing number of policy-makers in emerging
economic powers Recognized the important role of the
IP system in the The Institution ti onal infrastructure
for encouraging private investment in research and
development (R & D), especially in the industrial and
scientific fields. Many studies suggest a heal t h y IP
system as a key element in encouraging foreign direct
investment (FDI).
Technology owners do not hesitate to invest
in countries that provide protection for IP. The rules
regarding IP generally give exclusive rights to right
holders. There is a crime against IPR violators.
This prevents the actions of unauthorized parties to
use HK I owned by others without permission
(license).
The legal protection could encourage rights
holders to invest in state yang mem give right
perlindungan IPR either through Joint Venture ,
Foreign Investment or other channels y an g may be
present. In terms of technology transfer is done
through agreement, the owners can approve the
contract transfer of technology more confident
receiver respecting IPR outside the agreed upon the
agreement by the parties.
Recipients need a technology for expected
economic benefits which is done under a contract.
Although not all technology transfer contract is
directly related to IPR. The contract concerning the
transfer of knowledge/technical information ( transfer
of knowledge ) indirectly related to intellectual
property rights, especially patents, but maybe alone
who transferred the case - technical matters on
technology yang is not controlled by the receiver. The
transfer of technology can also be about
the technology that is not new. Transfer of
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knowledge related to technical information, related to
manufacture or related to process transferred
technology. This information is of economic and
specific value so that it is confidential, and therefore
falls within the scope of trade secrets or trade
(business) secret owner's knowledge.
IPR field most often the object transfer of
technology especially technology transfers that occur
through the treaty, is the field of patent. Even
so, other fields of IPR can also be objects of
technology transfer, as long as the production of the
transferred product contains technical elements. As an
example of a brand license agreement, the element of
technology transfer that occurs is in the manufacture
of patent-protected products. The owner and
recipient want the quality of the product to be of good
quality, so that the parties undertake a transfer of
technology in the form of technical capability so that
the goods produced have good quality, the same as
the goods produced by the brand owner.
In the case of trademark licensing, the
trademark owner retains ownership and merely
agrees to the use of the trademark by one or more
other companies. Depending on the nature of the
agreement, the licensor often retains some degree of
control over the licensee to guarantee that a certain
quality is maintained. ... In many cases, they are not
normally simple trademark licenses, but generally
agrements including the licensing of patents,
trademarks, knowhow and possibly other IP rights, as
well as technical assistance to be given to the
licensee[5]
According to the description above, it is
deemed appropriate to add information follows : As
economic activities are more kno w ledge-based,
however, most licensing agreements include IP
components. More and more licensing agreements are
driven by reasons for acquiring knowledge and
echnologies, in which case the IP components of the
independent factors of the licensing agreement.[6]
C. Types of technology transfer contracts:
In the case of technology transfer done
through agreements, licensing contracts are the
most common type of contract used by parties. The
license agreement is i genie who granted the rights
owner to the assignee For use of the ability of
technology and technically owned by the owner of the
technology. It transferred to the patent protected
technology or technology capability else protected
NGI patent or other IPR field . So there is a
patent license contract or patent license contract.
For reached capacity of applying technology, requires
training. Therefore, in the appointment of patent
licenses or other IPR fields, there is an aspect of
the agreement regarding the technical assistance
agreement (technical assistant agreement). In the
agreement there are more spesific technical
capabalities, this is called knowhow is not related to
the patent, but the direction of trade secrets. The
contracts can be joined in one contract, could also
separate. In general, the contents of the
agreement regarding the transfer of technology
are: regarding patent licensing (or other legal
fields) , regarding technical assistance and regarding
transfer of knowledge skills.
D. Restrictions on exclusive rights of IPR and Altek
holders
The nature of IPR is monopoly, exclusion
right f . He shortages of use for economic
benefits on IPR exclusively an owned.
The basic nature of IPR is monopoly. Rights
holders have the right to prohibit people from using
their economic rights. Therefore utilization can only
be done through the permission of the right
owner . Agreement must be made to know the rights
and obligations of foreign parties . The contents of the
agreement will be balanced , if the parties have a
balanced negotiating ability. The rights permitted by
the rights owner are balanced with the royalties that
must be submitted. In reality, there is often
an imbalance between the two parties. For example
the recipient does not in details how the technology to
be transferred technical assistance and transfer of
diverted. Discrepancy of knowledge have making
royalty payment expensive or technological
capabilities does not cause sidetracked with good
technology, so the recipients technology remain
dependent on the owner of the technology.
In technology transfer contracts, there are
two clauses that must often be considered by the
technology receiver so that the technology transfer
contract runs in balance. The two clauses are : grant
back clause and tie in clause . Grant back clause is a
clause that requires the licensee to surrender the rights
to technological improvements that result during the
license agreement. As a result, when generated new
patents derived from the transferred technology
improvements, the rights of patent belong to licensor,
despite technological improvements can not be
predicted when the license agreement is made and
repairs carried out within the framework of
cooperation between the giver and the licensee. This
clause certainly benefits the licensor because he
obtains the rights to new technology that is concretely
produced as a result of activities carried out together
with the licensee. Tie in clause is a clause that
requires the licensee to provide goods or raw materials
from the licensor in order to carry out the license
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agreement. In the license agreement, the
licensee requires a number of machines or raw
materials to produce the goods produced from the
license agreement. For production to have the desired
quality standard , the licensor determines the place of
purchase of goods that must be used by the
licensee. Tie-in clause causes the recipient license are
not free to seek goods and materials I was more
economical.
The main principle of the agreement is the
freedom to contract. This principle is recognized in
Article 1338 of the Indonesian Civil Code. All the
promised acts as the legislation for the parties who
made the agreement. Nevertheless freedom of
movement is not absolute. Act, public order, morality,
propriety, state ideology, religious norm and customs
restrict freedom of contract.
Article 78 of Patent Act Number 13 of 2016,
provides limits on the contents of the licenses
agreement, as follows:
The licensing agreement is prohibited to
contain provisions that that are detrimental to
Indonesia's national interests or contain restrictions or
limitation that impede ability of the Indonesian people
to transfer, control and develop technology.
In fact, Article 79 states that the Minister
rejected the request recording of a license agreement
that contains provisions which seebagai referred to in
Article 78. This means if the license
agreement detrimental national intererst and hindered
(impeded) the transfer of technology, its
agreement license that should be noted, will be denied
the recording . Even so, this rule does not invalidate
the agreement between the two parties.
The Patent Law also does not allow the
granting of patents on new functions of the same
technology ( second use ), as seen in the explanation
of the Patent Law:
Inventions in the form of second and
subsequent use ( second use and second medical use )
of patents that have expired protection period ( public
domination ) are not allowed.
The Chinese government has more specific
rules to protect the domestic (in ha l is
China) . The Chinese government has banned the use
of gran back clause in technology transfer
contracts , Xiaoqiong Liu said[7] as follows:
In 2002, China implemented a provision in
the People's Republic of China ("PRC") Regulations
on Administration of Technology Import and Export
("2002 Technology Regulations"), mandating that the
licensees own the improvements they make to
proprietary technologies to which the licensees
receive authorized access / 8
The contents of the article regulating it are:
Article 27 of the 2002 Technology Regulations
provides: "During the valid terms of a technology
import contract, the fruits of improvements to the
technology shall belong to the party making the
improvements."[8]
Nevertheless Xiaoqiong Liu expects a slight
improvement in the 2002 Technology Regulations, as
stated below:
China's grant-back regime is outdated and
should be updated with the following proposed policy
changes: China should (1) continue to prohibit grant-
back clauses on severable improvements, which can
be used without using the original licensed patent; (2)
make grant-back clauses on non-severable
improvements non-mandatory, and subject to potential
abuse of non-mandatory grant-back clauses to the rule
of reason under antitrust law; (3) apply its grant-back
rule to domestic and foreign companies equally and
fairly; and (4) reform its grant-back regime now,
rather than later. Prior to reaching these solutions, this
Note first discusses how China's prohibition on grant-
back clauses Affects its technology transfer, with an
emphasis on empirical data. Then, this Note examines
China's current grant-back regulations and compares
them with China's regulatory regimes in other related
areas, as well as grant-back regulations in the United
States and the European Union.
Prohibition againts on grant back clauses
provides strong protection to Chinese as the recipient
of technology, but it is feared that the contents of such
regulations show unequal treatment between foreign
parties and domestic parties which could lead to
violations of the national trearment principles that
apply to all WTO members.
E. Conclusion
1. Technology transfer increases the economy of
recipients of technology and the State economy.
Sefforts of technology owners willing to provide
technology there should be protected is exclusive
for owners of technology as well as on regulation
in the field of IPR guarantee giver would transfer
the technology, either by implemeting the
technology in Indoneria or through contracts with
the reciepent technology.
2. Good rules of IPR must be protected for the
IPR owners so they feel ther is a guaranteed
if want to do business in Indonesia. Called assured
because normative guard against parties who want
to use technology protected IPRs without
permission. The rights is also guaranteed when teh
IPR holder makes an agreement with the
licensee. IPR regulations in Indonesia provide
enough guarantees not about entitlements, but
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also security of procedural if someone violate the
rights of IPR owners. In this case the holder may
file a lawsuit with the Court of Commerce, filed
criminal prosecution, alternative
dispute resolution, or through the establishment of
temporary courts.
3. Content of the contracts must be fair that is the
right and obligations must be balanced for both
parties. With that balanced position will result in a
balanced contract content as well. On the other
hand, if the position of teh parties are not balanced,
it will result in an unbalanced contract content as
well.In Indonesian side is ini a weak position, there
will bea n oppurtunity for Indonesia to suffer
losses in the license contract. To prevent the
contents of the contract are not balanced, the
government should provide guidance which needs
to be considered in making tranfer of technology
with protected IPR object. Contents Guide among
others that Indonesian did not violate IPR licensors
and that estab b eri technologies are not
downloading NOTICE position until losing right
example by using clauses tie-in clause, grant back
clause , or charge a high price for transfer of
technology with is given because of the many price
component.
4. Requirements and compulsory licenses are also
important things to note. This prevents IPR owners
from exercising their exclusive rights. The
government also has provisions so that the
government does not grant patents for second
use. Here the government prevents objects that are
normally controlled by the public domain by
patent holders who still want to master existing
technology by asking for second use protection.
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